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Abstract

This paper offers recent dynamics of unauthorized migration and interception in the central Mediterranean as an example of historical anthropology of transnational region formation. It exemplifies how we can rescale classical themes in Mediterraneanist anthropology – hospitality, in this case – to illuminate transnational processes. I argue that anthropologists actually share with Human Rights advocates and European officials these ways of thinking about the scales of the moral and the political dimensions of migration, and I offer an alternative understanding of the scales of action, responsibility, and sovereignty as well as clue about how regions come to life.
In the summer of 2009, the Bishop of the Sicilian town of Mazara del Vallo celebrated Holy Mass in an unprecedented way – from an altar mounted on the upper deck of an Italian Coastguard ship. The ship was anchored, together with the fishing boat tied up alongside it, off the leeward shore of the Italian island of Pantelleria, almost equidistant between the Sicilian and Tunisian shores.¹

The position of this seaborne mass – afloat at the center of the Mediterranean – served the ritual staging of a macrocosmic transformation. Both during the mass and afterwards, the Bishop conjured up the space of Holy Communion as ‘the Mediterranean, this great Lake of Galilee.’ By casting the twenty-first century Mediterranean as the Gospel’s Lake of Galilee, the Bishop expanded the ritual act of communion and recast all its elements: the coastguard ship as St. Peter’s boat and the participating Sicilian fishers as the Apostles. When, during the seaborne mass, the bishop iterated Christ’s words to Simon and Andrew: ‘Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men,’ he cast the unauthorized migrants in danger of drowning as souls in need of salvation and, by implication, the Italian State and the European Union as Herod and the Pharisees. The ritual casting served the Bishop in justifying and applauding the fishers of his diocese’s fleet for responding to distress calls made by boats carrying clandestine migrants en route to Italian shores. The fishers’ act exemplified Mediterranean hospitality.

Mazara del Vallo is the closest Sicilian town to the Tunisian shore. The town, which nowadays counts about fifty thousand inhabitants, has seen millennia of connections to the other side of the Sea, and it has played a central role in cross-Mediterranean affairs during the last sixty years: fish wars, labor migration, drugs and arms trafficking, and transnational infrastructure projects. Mazara’s role in both recent and remote histories made the town one of the Sicilian hubs of Mediterraneanism. Many economic, political, and cultural projects in town carry the word ‘Mediterranean.’ And they have all sought to secure the town’s role in the region and help its
economy. The bishop initiated some of these projects and gave his blessing to many others. The seaborne Holy Mass extended the same strategy to intervene in the new transnational dynamics of unauthorized migration and interception, which were engulfing Mazara and its fleet.

The Mediterranean is back. It has reemerged in the international news cycle as the sea that migrants try to cross towards European shores – where many of them die. For Europeans, these events have turned the Mediterranean into a mirror that reflects their dilemmas about the tensions between the bounds of their political union and boundless humanity.

Anthropologists do not know what to do with the Mediterranean. On the one hand, its shores served as ethnographic breeding grounds for classic themes like hospitality, patronage, and networks. On the other hand, the most ambitious treatises about the elementary forms of kinship stayed away from the Mediterranean (to mention two examples, Lévi-Strauss 1969; Sahlins 2013). Instead, they followed neater examples of what Germaine Tillion called ‘republics of brothers-in-law’ (1983). In regionalist scholarship, anthropologists had once searched for the cultural unity of the Mediterranean, but then dismissed this search as a form of orientalism (Herzfeld 2005). This conclusion eliminated the sea as a candidate for understanding the processes that form transnational regions.

This paper offers recent events in the central Mediterranean as an example of historical anthropology of transnational region formation. I propose viewing transnational regions as ever-changing constellations, which form and dissipate through the interaction between cross-boundary practices and official region-making projects. And I show how we can examine these dynamics from the moving vessels that lace these constellations together and stage their social relations in full view. This double attention to seaborne vessels and historical process shows how regions become
palpable. By returning to the Mediterranean, we may acquire new lenses for examining transnationalism the world over.

A return to the Mediterranean enables us to reframe classical themes from Mediterraneanist anthropology to illuminate processes of region formation. The theme considered here is hospitality, or, as Pitt-Rivers put it, ‘the problem of how to deal with strangers’ (1977, 94). The process is the dynamics of unauthorized migration and interception in the central Mediterranean, where a struggle emerged over the meaning of the Law of the Sea and the universal hospitality it implies. The essay contains three parts. I first revisit the role of temporal and spatial scales in classical accounts of hospitality. I then turn to the transnational working of hospitality. Here I examine how the dynamics of unauthorized migration, interception policies, and rescue at sea aligned the ways that Human Rights advocates and European officials addressed the moral and the political dimensions of the ongoing situation. I explain how the delineation of the moral and the political aspects of migration policies emerged from the dynamics of maritime migration and interdiction, and how the scales of responsibility, jurisdiction, and sovereignty depended on the ‘scalar elasticity of hospitality itself, which is always of a place but inherently transportable’ (Shryock 2012, S23). Third, I analyze the Sacrament of the Eucharist that the Mazara Bishop performed during his pastoral visit. I focus on the alternative view of transnational hospitality that the ceremony formulated; on the jurisdictional tensions that the ceremony reveals; and on the liturgical change from the pastoral visit to the Pope’s subsequent intervention in 2013.

In the conclusion, I argue that anthropologists actually share with Human Rights advocates and European officials these ways of thinking about the scales of the moral and the political. Like advocates and officials, anthropologists set their scale of reference at the paramount scale of a global ‘shared humanity’ and pan-human fraternal parity and sameness; even if some of them treat
this scale politically (e.g., Ticktin 2011) and others view it morally (Fassin 2012). I then build on the transnational dynamics of hospitality to offer an alternative understanding of the scales of action, responsibility, and sovereignty, as well as a better grasp of how regions come to life. Here, the moral and the political appear not as a duo of nested scales, but rather as entwined aspects of action across scales, which includes the struggle between competing scaling projects. These projects not only affect the relationship between the moral and the political. They also shape the formation and transformation of those scale of action which lie between the local and the global – transnational regions like the Mediterranean – how palpable they seem and what they come to stand for.

**Hospitality writ large**

Hospitality ritualizes the encounter of host and guest, intended to replace potential conflict with unknown strangers by a turn-taking game of honor (Candea and Da Col 2012). In a way, hospitality ritually prohibits equality between the sides to the interaction, in the name of their potential equality and reciprocity on a wider scale. As a result, hospitality *turns* equality and reciprocity into what host and guest negotiate (Shryock 2012). When they do so, they invoke the moral and political dimensions of action on different scales of time and space. This negotiation of scales stood at the heart of classical treatments of hospitality. The following two examples show this; the first temporally, the second spatially.

In ‘the law of hospitality,’ Pitt-Rivers describes the customs regarding begging in Andalusia (1977, 102–3). When beggars ask for alms, they invoke God. Once gratified, they reply: ‘May God repay you’ [which means] “Because I cannot.” The ‘promise of repayment’ and the ‘axis of reciprocity’ move from the mortal plane to Heaven. If the potential donor refuses to give alms, they use a phrase that ‘carries the same import: […] “Excuse me, in God’s name, Brother.”’ Here, refusal to count on repayment in Heaven asserts equality on earth with the beggar, whom they call ‘brother.’
Another phrase, “‘May God protect you, Brother,’” [carries the] same implication: “Because I am not going to.”

This example shows how hospitality frames moments of inequality by scaling them temporally upwards to an eschatological time when equality can be reestablished: as brothers on earth, or as souls in heaven. The second example – Michael Herzfeld’s account of how Cretans treat strangers in coffeehouses – reveals its spatial side (1987, 78). During his fieldwork in Glendi, he visited a nearby village that was notoriously inhospitable. When he reported back that he had not been warmly received in the coffeehouse, Herzfeld’s audience concluded: ‘Mikhalis has learned the Glendiot customs!’ The other villagers’ bad hospitality proved Glendiots as morally superior, and in declaring that, they included Herzfeld as their own. This incorporation shows how the meaning of both the stranger and the hospitality act depends on the relation between speaker and audience. As a result, acts of hospitality reaffirm what Herzfeld calls ‘a homology between several levels of collective identity… What goes for the family home also goes, at least by metaphorical extension, for the national territory’ (1987, 76).

These two examples show how acts of hospitality dramatize social relations by framing interaction between host and guest within temporal and spatial scales of inclusion and exclusion. The participants themselves project these scales onto the event. Demands, acts, and accounts of hospitality slice the world into the domestic realm and the outside with its strangers and the obligation their arrival entails (Candea 2012). The moral here appears as the standard of shared sociality and potential equality between the host and the guest. The political appears as the host’s mastery over the bounded space and its community. By welcoming strangers into their realm for a limited period, hosts assert their sovereignty over that space. Temporary inclusion establishes categorical exclusion. This is perhaps what distinguishes anthropologies of hospitality from those of
the gift (Candea and Da Col 2012, S1–2). While both focus on turn-taking acts, work on hospitality includes a notion of the mastery of spatial realm. In acts of hospitality, hosts try to prove their honor by showing the integrity of their domestic spaces and their mastery over ‘the threshold of welcome or trespass’ (Shryock 2012, S24).

Anthropologists have examined these dynamics in villages, tribal tents, and the like. Yet the same slicing of the world into the moral and the political has operated at a much vaster scale – at sea. In the last decade or so, the Mediterranean has increasingly staged this threshold in European migration politics. By veering our attention towards the sea, we get a dynamic view of what the political and the moral aspects of action come to stand for on a transnational scale, when Europeans grapple with ‘how to deal with strangers.’

The sea contains all the necessary ingredients for this amplified dramatization. First, it contains a moveable border. Second, the sea – because of its material properties – has not traditionally followed the rules of landed territoriality or sovereignty (Steinberg 2001; Benton 2010). It is also a dangerous place, where people perish. These traits made European political thinkers since Immanuel Kant pose the problem of universal hospitality through ‘the Law of the Sea’ – the moral obligation to assist strangers in danger of drowning regardless of who they are (Benhabib 2004; Kant 2006). In modern European political imagination, seas have featured in a double role. Their spaces represented the ultimate realm of freedom, of ‘natural law’ of ‘hospitality which is of the highest sanctity’ (Grotius 1916, 8). The emblematic inhabitants of these spaces – especially early-modern Barbary pirates in the Mediterranean and ‘camel-raiding Bedouin’ – played in this political imagination the threatening ‘political fringe dwellers’ (Shryock 2008, 412). Unruly space and its inhospitable inhabitants have together embodied the moral horizon of a double-threaded expansion of law and rule: the uneven basing of international law on ‘the law of the sea’ and the equally
uneven spread of the search for imperial sovereignty and inter-imperial relations. Once the sea signified the realm beyond the pale of government, the moral imperative appeared as a universal human standard towards which specific national and imperial political projects should aspire. The proclamation of this universal hospitality set a temporal as well as a spatial horizon. It posed a moral alternative outside realms of territorial sovereignty by displacing this ‘natural law’ in space – to the seas (and deserts) – and in time to a future cosmopolitan peace (Shryock 2009). This view of universal humanity makes a moral standard the aim of the political action of legalization. The alternative to the present inter-national order projects that same order on the ultimate planetary scale: the solution to the moral shortcomings of the earth’s Imagined Communities is in imagining the largest community of them all.

The third necessary ingredient that the sea provides for this amplified dramatization is a powerful conceptual repertoire, which helps people make intertextual links between scripture-based moral imperatives and contemporary problems. I will return to the use of this repertoire later. But first, let us turn to the sea.

The Law of the Sea and the Law of the Land

In the last decade or so, the Mediterranean has once more played this role in European political imaginary. So much so, that in 2013 Pope Francis chose to conduct his first Pastoral Visitation to the island of Lampedusa, where he decried ‘the globalization of indifference’ to migrants’ deaths at sea (Vatican 2013b). Since the creation of the European Union and its unified border regime, Europe’s southern shores became the aim of people trying to enter the continent. I’ve analyzed elsewhere how waves of migration triggered a reinforcement of interception attempts, and how interception in turn facilitated and increased migration flows (Ben-Yehoyada 2011). Here, I focus on how this
mutual intensification positioned the Mediterranean at the heart of European discussions of the moral and political dimensions of hospitality.

The central-Mediterranean is hardly the most common path people take to migrate illegally to Europe – most of them overstay their tourist visas (Frontex Risk Analysis Unit 2014). Nevertheless, this set of maritime routes has captivated international attention, because it has dramatized the tension between the demands of universal humanity and the exigencies of rule (Manrique Gil et al. 2014, 5). Since 1988, more than twenty thousand people have died along European borders. Scenes of drowning or abandonment at sea point to the waves of Eurobound migration. Images of capsized boats adrift and bodies washed ashore have become emblems of the fraught relationship between boundless humanity and bounded citizenship (Frenzen 2013); a running thread of recent writing (Agamben 1998; Mbembe 2003; Fassin 2012; Cabot 2014).

In addressing these issues, people framed the moral and the political on different scales. As they demanded, denied, enacted, or judged migration policies under the umbrella of universal hospitality, they sliced the world along the threshold of welcome or trespass in different ways: some of them scaled the political below the moral, others elevated the political above the moral, others still – across it. Here ‘scale’ and its derived verb – ‘to scale’ up or down – denote two related moves of *framing* (Caton 1987) and *stagecraft* (Shryock 2012). In the first denotation, ‘scaling’ frames any concrete act of hospitality as that between members of horizontal groups of different sizes: The wider group includes both guest and host, and marks the scale of inclusion that applies to the moral obligation of hospitality. The narrower group marks the host’s power over their realm and excludes the guest from being its habitual member. Otherwise, either the host would be unable to extend the welcome, or no welcome would be required. In the second denotation, ‘scaling’ as *stagecraft* refers to the construction of the space of hospitality under the specific framing of hospitality. When people
and institutions ‘scale up’ or down the frames they project onto encounters, they construct and deploy concrete ‘hospitality assemblages… as means to establish the sovereignty’ they claim over spaces and groups (Shryock 2012, S24). European migration policies combined both moves.

The dynamics of maritime rescue and interception have positioned the relationship between the moral and the political at the threshold of initial admittance rather than of political incorporation. The struggle between northbound migrants and the European Union’s border control agency has increased the overlap between two projects regarding transnational maritime space: the first is the consolidation of the EU’s de facto sovereignty over European soil and in the Mediterranean; the second is human rights advocacy for those who try to traverse the sea (Mann 2013, 320). Sovereignty and human rights may seem like opposed political projects; most of the news items pit them against each other. Nevertheless, the two projects have together promoted the scaling up of European interception efforts under universal hospitality. The call for ‘universal hospitality’ is framed as a moral obligation and then codified as a legal right, propelling a scaling up – in both senses of expansion and consolidation – of the reach of sovereignty into the sea. In this setup, the moral as global in scale, universal in application, and the horizon of action and policy, confronts the political as local, particular, and lacking. At the heart of this disjunction lies a view of universal humanity as a kind of future global order of ubiquitous human rights; an order that is based on panhuman sameness, equality, and brotherhood – and that is yet to be established.

This future moral ideal has justified the EU in expanding its control over maritime space as the leading global force in the spread of the same human rights. To curb clandestine flows, the European Union – in the name of its member states’ collective sovereignty – has been centralizing de facto sovereignty over Schengen territory.¹ The European Union’s border agency, Frontex (est. 2004), oversees this centralization, displacing borders ‘both inward and outward’ (Andersson 2014).
As Frontex’s mission statement justifies it, ‘the removal of checks at internal borders makes all Schengen members reliant on the checks made by those member states at the zone’s perimeter. Simply put, the Schengen area’s border is only as strong as its weakest link’ (Frontex 2013).

The same centralization of de facto sovereignty over Schengen territory also extends onto the transnational space of the Mediterranean. This resembles earlier US treatment of Haitian ‘boat people.’ In this foundational case, the United States’ policies regarding the Haitian refugee crisis created de facto sovereignty in extraterritorial waters, which the administration justified under corresponding political-spatial imaginaries (Kahn 2013, 89). In the Mediterranean, the European Union similarly ‘extra-territorialised’ its enforcement and jurisdiction into the sea (Andrade 2010, 312). The key difference is that in the European case, seaward expansion increased European unification. In developing its control of maritime space, the European Union gradually ‘acted much like a single, sovereign administrative state’ (Kahn 2013, 289).

At the same time, the justification for this centralization gradually shifted from the ‘fight against clandestine immigration’ and terrorism during the 2000s (Andrade 2010, 312) to the moral obligation to save human lives in danger at sea (Strik 2014). The project of European unification frames this centralization of de facto sovereignty under a universalist umbrella of human rights and democracy, which it ideologically claims both to epitomize and to spread (Balibar 2004, 189). As the preamble to the EU Strategic Framework on Human Rights and Democracy, puts it (General Secretariat 2012; my emphasis): ‘Human rights are universally applicable legal norms. Democracy is a universal aspiration… The EU will continue to throw its full weight behind advocates of liberty, democracy and human rights throughout the world.’

Under this mission, the European Union and its Mediterranean member states have pursued various policies over the past decade, such as establishing complex sea and air surveillance
operations (Feldman 2011) and outsourcing the processing of people intercepted at sea to non-European countries (Baldaccini 2010). Italy for example increased its naval vessels’ search and seizure mandate; it formed joint patrols with other EU states; and it promoted bilateral cooperation agreements with non-EU states of departure or transit, most notably in 2008 with Gaddafi’s Libya (Pascale 2010). Most importantly perhaps, agreements like that with Libya enabled ‘push-back’ operations: EU vessels that caught unauthorized migrants before landfall in Italy could take them to North African harbors rather than to Italian shore. During the migration high-seasons of 2008 and 2009, this policy already reduced the number of arrivals in Italy by 92 percent. For a short while before the Arab Spring, this set of policies practically emptied the Mediterranean of its waters.

At the same time, the ‘push-back’ policies and the framing that justified them encountered critique, which rose together with the intensity of operations at sea. In May 2009, during the events that lead to what has been known as the ‘Hirsi case,’ a vessel operating under Frontex caught one boat south of Lampedusa and sent it back to Libya. Italy and Frontex justified such ‘push-back’ operations by breaking the hospitality sequence into two parts: rescue and safe harbor. European vessels intercepted migrants’ boats under pretense of rescue – even when no one was in danger – under the universal hospitality of the high seas. Yet the policy stopped the hospitality sequence at sea: once the migrants were rescued from drowning, they no longer required any further Italian hospitality. This reasoning did not convince the European Court of Human Rights, which in its 2012 decision on the case prolonged the hospitality sequence from the moment of encounter at sea to the relationship and obligation it triggered. Since the interception at sea brought the persons onboard the intercepted/rescued vessel within the state’s jurisdiction, that state’s obligation towards human rights law applied from that moment onwards (Papanicolopulu 2013, 422). In a way, the Court criticized Italy and Frontex as ‘bad hosts.’
Together, the expansion of EU sovereignty and human rights ‘lawfare’ have conditioned the scaling up of European control over the Mediterranean both spatially and temporally. At sea, this meant more patrols, tighter surveillance, and more frequent interceptions. Temporally, the framing of rescue as universal hospitality set the point of delayed reciprocity at the future global reach of universal human rights – a vision that both Human Rights activists and EU officials promote (Mann 2013, 317). As a result, these two projects gradually ‘territorialized’ the Mediterranean: they turned it into an abstract space of projected universal rights, individuals in need of care, and land-like territorial sovereignty. The Mediterranean turned – quite practically – into Europe’s massive offshore guest-chambers, or collective diwan (cf. Shryock 2004, 52).

**Holy Mass on the High Seas**

The 2009 seaborne mass staged an alternative scaling of salvage at sea under a different framing of hospitality. When the diocese started planning the visit, the struggle over migration in the Mediterranean was coming to a head. In their attempts to reduce the numbers of arrivals, the EU and Italy have dissuaded fishers and other seafarers from rescuing migrants’ vessels in distress. In November 2008, two vessels carrying 650 migrants were drowning offshore Lampedusa. The Italian coastguard station in Lampedusa received their distress call, but the stormy sea that night prevented the coastguard vessels from going out to sea. Two Mazarese trawlers, which were also moored in port because of the weather, left port and rescued most of the migrants (Viviano 2008). Following the event, the Italian Minister of the Interior declared that ‘we have to be mean to the clandestini’ (Salvia 2009). In response, the Mazara bishop declared (Vecchi 2009):

> This is not our civilization. These fishers did not think about whether those people said ‘thank you’ or not, if they came because of plausible motives. They acted as men. I am proud of them, yes. In July I will conduct a Pastoral Visit at sea, off the shore of Lampedusa.
By calling for a national ‘mean’ attitude, the minister pointed to the role of character in hospitality. The bishop accepted this framing and then reversed it. Rescue at sea, like hospitality, had to do with character (Pitt-Rivers 2011, 437). But that character did not have to reside at the national scale. Instead, the bishop reframed the rescuers from his flock not as Italians, but as men, as Sicilians, and as Christians. This framing stood at the center of the 2009 pastoral visit.

At the heart of the pastoral visit stood the Sacrament of the Eucharist, which the Bishop performed from an altar mounted on the upper deck of an Italian Coastguard ship. In performances of the Eucharist, the transubstantiation of wine and bread into the blood and flesh of Christ simultaneously signals and collapses the chain of ecclesiastic succession – from Christ’s life through the Papal successors of St. Peter to Catholic bishops and their priests (Rubin 1991). The priest collapses this chain by uttering Christ’s words at the last supper: ‘Take, eat; this is my body… Drink ye all of it; for this is my blood.’ As the most frequent sacrament, the Eucharist marks the authority of the bishops who govern its performance. Since the early medieval Church, these persons were bishops, so invested through their ordination, and the settings were their dioceses (Bartlett 1993, 1–4). To paraphrase Weber’s definition of the state (Weber 2008, 156), we could say that each Catholic Bishop has the monopoly over the administering of grace within a defined territory. The proof of that authority is the exclusive performance of sacraments within a given territory. By implication, wherever a bishop or his subordinate performs the Eucharist unchallenged, there he could claim to hold exclusive Episcopal powers, or, in other words, spiritual hegemony (Subramanian 2009, 50–52).

The seaborne mass scaled up this link between episcopal powers and space to a pan-Mediterranean scale. It did so through a complex of ‘indexical and iconic relations’ that it staged between the elements onboard the coastguard and the fishing vessels, and a related complex of
relations between the ritual setup and the larger ‘macrocosmic’ orders of the wider Mediterranean and the New Testament, which the specific staging made present in the ritual (Stasch 2011, 161).

The first element of this complex replaced the bounded space of any regular church mass, with the entire Mediterranean. If usual masses take place inside churches that belong to dioceses within the territorial hierarchy of the Catholic Church (Vallier 1971, 482), onboard the Italian Coastguard ship, this stability gave way to a more expansive view of the sacrament's potential. As the bishop explained to me later, since ‘God inhabits the universe,’ the Eucharist, which is ‘the sacrifice that the Church offers to God… cannot be performed only inside a constrictive container [like churches].’ On the ship off the shore of Pantelleria, it became a ‘cosmic altar… the ‘altar’s floor [was] the sea’ and its ‘ceiling was the sky.’

Through the ritual’s second element, the Bishop harnessed this divine ubiquity to call the Mazara diocese ‘the Church that extends into the Mediterranean [which is] the sea of God’ (Mogavero 2011, 49). To justify this, he alluded to Mazara’s pivotal role in cross-Mediterranean affairs since the 1960s (Ben-Yehoyada 2014). Through this identification between the city, the diocese, and the Mediterranean, the bishop granted himself episcopal powers in that entire ‘sea of God.’

The third element identified the current Mediterranean with the Gospel’s Sea of Galilee. To do so, the bishop cited the Christian Democrat Giorgio La Pira, who during the 1950s promoted pan monotheistic peace in the Mediterranean, which he ‘rechristened… as “the Great Lake of Tiberias”’ (2006, 9). The seaborne mass ritually enacted that phrase, thus completing the identification between the participants in the ceremony and the figures from evangelical scenes.
The mass opened with a recitation of the biblical section depicting Jesus walking on the water (Mathew 14:22-33). The homily then connected the biblical excerpt to the attending fishers:

Who better than you can understand the state of mind of the Apostles, who in the dark of night, the image of a human figure who walks on the water disturbs them… Who knows how many times in the middle of the night you too, men of the sea, were taken by fear… In these situations… like Saint Peter you asked ‘O Lord, save me!’

If moments of fear compared the attending fishers to the Apostles, the miraculous response that Jesus provides in the Gospel completed the casting: ‘The performance of the mass here with you and for you is intended as a renewed walking of the Lord Jesus on the waters of this sea through the face, the voice, the prayer, and the affection of your bishop.’ In his written account of the seaborne mass to the Vatican, the bishop’s spelled out and justified the creative identification that had structured the ceremony (Mogavero 2010):

During the three or so hours of voyage [to Pantelleria]… Inevitably, my mind came to wander back to the crossings that Jesus had undertaken with the apostles on the Lake of Tiberias… The Master, in fact, ‘accompanied his disciples in their boat voyages’… Following his example, ‘the Church [too] has accompanied the men of the sea…’

The seaborne mass expanded ritual identification from the Eucharist as its token to all the elements in the ritual setup (Cannell 1995, 384). This complex of resemblances related to each other two scripted relationships: in the past and in the present. The relationship between Jesus and the bishop projected the relationship between Jesus and the Apostles onto the relationship between the bishop and the Mazara fishers. Through this cosmic scheme, the bishop linked the gratuity of maritime rescue to the gratuity of salvation – which upon reception entails obligation: like the Apostles, the fishers of Mazara should become ‘fishers of men.’ But whereas the Apostles saved souls by spreading the Gospel, the fishers of Mazara would save migrants’ souls by rescuing them.
The bishop framed this mission directly towards the end of the mass, which culminated with the releasing of a wreath of flowers onto the water, followed by a moral accusation. The bishop asked the souls of dead migrants, ‘whose hopes for a dignified future were swept away in the bottom of the Mediterranean,’ to forgive ‘those who have shut their hearts and harbors, turning a deaf ear to pleas for hospitality.’ In this setup, if migrants were souls in need of salvation then, by implication, the Italian State and the European Union were Herod and the Pharisees.

Through these biblical allusions, the seaborne mass justified ordinary seafarers’ rescuing of migrants in distress. Such a practice, however, is inscribed into various international treaties. Yet the bishop framed this practice as ‘an obligation that is not written in any code or regulation, but is founded on the consciousness that each of us cultivates in our hearts’ (Mogavero 2010). If the demand to save lives at sea did not address any legal lacuna, why was it so important? The answer resides in the policies that made such rescue actions legally dangerous (Friese 2010, 332). On the one hand, since the Mazara fleet is so prominent in central Mediterranean, Mazarese fishers have become quite visible as seaborne saviors. On the other hand, some of Mazara’s skippers had gotten into legal trouble after rescuing migrants’ boats, because Italian and European legal authorities considered such actions as aiding illegal migration (Marcon 2013). Some Mazarese skippers have told me that they avoid such rescue operations or report sights of migrants’ boats to the Italian Coastguard for that exact reason. European migration policies took away from ordinary seafarers the power to decide what constituted rescue and what did not. In a way, the EU and Italy claimed a monopoly as arbiters of correct hospitality.

The seaborne mass challenged this territorialized vision of social relations and obligations. It did so, not from the universal perspective of human rights, but through a regionally specific imaginary of moral obligation, action, and character (Herzfeld 2003). By rendering this written law
‘unwritten,’ the bishop turned it into an obligation that all the region’s seafarers share, and that some of them fulfill better than others. As he said during the homily:

As Sicilians and Christians, we are firmly convinced that you cannot turn down those who knock on our hearts, even before they knock on our doors: our identity and our culture prohibit such closure.

The two categories – ‘Sicilians and Christians’ – bracketed the sovereignty of Italy and the EU with the alternative scales of monotheistic religion and subnational culture. This rescaling framed action above Europe, below Italy, and also sideways – through the transnational space of the sea. By saving people in distress, the hospitality of seafarers would make them share in the transitive and hierarchical spreading of salvation, not in the reciprocal, legal, and leveling realm of human rights. The workings of this salvation demanded action across difference – calling Sicilians and Christians to aid those who are not, and who require that aid because they are not – rather than action framed on the basis of the common denominator of human rights, which the saviors and the saved shared. As in other non-state situations (Dresch 2012, 165), this view made ‘the capacity to offer refuge’ define the fishers’ ‘moral worth.’ This alternative framing shaped the wider episcopal project, which culminated with the Pope’s visit to Lampedusa.

**Jurisdiction Issues**

Until now, I’ve analyzed the internal logic of the 2009 holy mass. Yet the way in which it framed salvage as salvation triggered jurisdictional dynamics between church and state, as well as among Sicily’s bishops. The first instance of such dynamics appeared in the choice of site. The Bishop declared that the reach of the seaborne mass was theologically unbound. Yet the territorial shape of bishoprics confined these liberties. In the meeting at the bishop’s office back in 2008, everyone assumed that it would take place off the shore of Lampedusa, and for a good reason. Lampedusa lies closer to the middle of the Tunisian shore and to Libya. In the rising public attention to
unauthorized migration, Lampedusa, not Pantelleria, took center stage. Yet in the territorial division of dioceses, Lampedusa belongs to the Archdiocese of Agrigento, whereas Pantelleria belongs to Mazara.10 The Bishop claimed unbounded spiritual hegemony over the sea. But the ceremony remained within the territorial jurisdiction of his diocese.

The second jurisdictional tension arose during the ceremony itself. While the seaborne mass condemned Italian and European institutions as bad hosts, some Italian politicians attended the mass, and the Italian Coastguard hosted the ceremony. Because of that, the Church’s claim to moral hegemony turned into a jurisdictional role-play between Church and State. Two elements in the ceremony reveal this role-play: the mass’s choreography, and the sound announcing ‘the mystery of the faith.’

When holy masses take place in church, the altar separates the clergy from the audience, including all representatives of terrestrial authorities. During the seaborne mass, all dignitaries – naval officers and politicians – stood with the clergy onboard the coastguard ship, while the fishers faced them from their trawler’s deck. There was a good reason for this spatial arrangement. The bishop and his clerics perform regular masses in a space they master. Since the Catholic Church no longer possesses its own navy, the Bishop relied on the coastguard’s hospitality. As both the bishop and the fleet’s administrators told me, it was ‘natural’ for the Sicilian Coastguard to host the ceremony, and it was equally ‘natural’ for the bishop to accept the invitation. Yet this conviviality turned the bishop into a guest rather than the master.

I was unaware of how delicate this matter was until I inquired into the second significant choice in the sacrament. In current liturgy, a bell ringing often accompanies the raising of the holy bread and the declaration of the ‘mystery of faith.’ At sea, the bell was replaced with the naval whistle or ‘Bosun’s pipe,’ which is used during the hoisting of the flag or to honor dignitaries
onboard. The change of instrument required some modifications, because the sailors could no longer be trusted to know when to blow the whistle. During the mass, one of the priests directed the two sailors entrusted with the whistles, using his index finger to gesture: ‘Not yet, not yet... Now!’

When I inquired about the Bosun’s Pipe, the bishop’s face turned serious and he explained that there was:

no adoption of military symbolism that... how shall I say... would mix sacred and profane, and the most horribly profane! Because military is war, it’s violence... But the whistle is the navy’s way to give homage. So we gave homage to God in the way that is most appropriate to them... We cast a message of immutable contents in the languages and mental categories of our time.

Glitches in the announcement of the mystery of the faith revealed the ‘jurisdictional struggle’ the bishop was intent on winning (Palumbo 2004, 5). As a naval idiom of homage, the whistle potentially marked the bishop’s ‘moral and conceptual subordination’ as guest in another master’s realm (Herzfeld 1987, 77). By rendering the Navy’s ceremonial code as cultural particularities, the bishop tried to explain away its potential implications and reverse the code’s moral hierarchy, which cast him in a subordinate position. They might have accommodated his ceremony onboard a State vessel, but he accommodated their mundane ways by translating the immutable message to their mental categories.

The Figure of Jesus from mobilizer to sacrifice

The seaborne mass revealed the jurisdictional role-play between Church and State. During the Arab Spring, these tensions reemerged on a transnational scale, at sea. The uprisings in Tunisia and Libya reopened the routes of northbound migration, as well as the question of the scale and meaning of universal hospitality. Two events exemplify the tensions that ensued.
The first event revealed the risks that the Mazara bishop’s claim to a spiritual coverage of the sea entailed. From 2008 to 2011, the bishop joined other clerics in addressing the Italian government and the Vatican. In his interventions, he often cited the seaborne mass and Mazarese fishers’ rescue operations to promote a transnational episcopal web of communion among Catholic bishops from around the Mediterranean rim (Mogavero 2012). This web of communion was intended as a horizontal alternative to Italian or European mastery of the sea as well as to the future horizon of global human rights.

In January and February of 2011, as Tunisia erupted in revolution, more than 40 thousand Tunisians landed on Italian soil. Italy declared a state of emergency, and tried to convince Tunisia to receive thousands of migrants. When the chances for an agreement were unclear, the Italian interior minister approached his previous adversary, the bishop of Mazara, with an unusual request: to mobilize his transnational episcopal network to help address Italy’s border emergency (Custodero 2011). The bishop replied that he was ‘willing to intercede’ with the bishop of Tunis so that ‘the ecclesiastical authorities in Tunisia would provide a space to host those who return’ (Sarzanini 2011). Days later, Italy and Tunisia signed the repatriation agreement. The Bishop’s entire ritual project had scaled up unconditional hospitality to the level of the church’s transnational alternative to the European Unions’ mastery over maritime space. By agreeing to help with reversing the flow of migrants, the bishop risked turning his ‘web of communion’ into a subcontractor of the very Italian and European inhospitality that he had originally challenged. As with the centuries-long history of state-church struggles over the institution of sanctuary for outlaws (Uribe-Uran 2007), the ecclesiastic success in carving out a space of alternative sovereignty and demands on people’s actions ended when rulers found a way to contain the church’s self-proclaimed autonomy within their own scaled-up spaces of law and power.
The second event, known as ‘the left-to-die boat,’ exposed the limits of European naval operations under the umbrella of universal hospitality. In late March 2011, a boat carrying 72 migrants left Tripoli towards Lampedusa. After running out of fuel, the boat drifted for 14 days and emitted several distress calls. Yet although several military ships and airplanes operated in the zone, no one rescued the vessel, which landed back on the Libyan coast carrying only nine survivors (Heller and Pezzani 2013, 2). The case pointed to a wider trend. During the first months of 2011, with so many NATO and Frontex vessels roaming around the central Mediterranean, one Italian official described ‘sailing from Libya towards Italy… a bit like doing a slalom between military ships’ (quoted in: Strik 2012, 6).

Yet 2011 peaked the death rate at sea, with at least 2,000 deaths. It became clear that even the naval territorialization of the entire Mediterranean would not do. The ‘left-to-die boat’ case triggered new calls for ‘a zero-tolerance approach to death at sea’ (Strik 2014, 1). These calls raised the obligation to save lives above the existing legal standards of European sovereignty. In a way, the failure of universal hospitality, which the case exposed, implicated not just any specific European policy, but the collective faulty character of the European Union. As a Human Rights Watch report put it, ‘Europe has a responsibility to make sure that preventing deaths at sea is at the heart of a coordinated European-wide approach to boat-migration, not a self-serving afterthought to policies focused on preventing arrivals’ (Sunderland 2012, 1–2). Other NGOs also foregrounded the question of deaths at sea over their previous focuses on detention policies (Boats4People 2012; WatchTheMed 2012; Migregroup 2014). At the same time, the Sicilian bishops’ focus on individual seafarers’ obligation to save lives ran its course.

The opportunity to expand the episcopal project came after the election of Pope Francis, in March 2013. This next phase reframed the moral obligation to save lives, and it also changed its
liturgical grounds: from salvation to sacrifice. In May 2013, the group of Sicilian bishops paid an official visit to the new Pope. During the meeting, the bishop of Mazara and the Archbishop of Agrigento, whose diocese includes Lampedusa, invited the Pope to visit Lampedusa, reiterating a letter that the parish priest of Lampedusa had sent to the Pope inviting him to make a visit ‘to the heart of the Mediterranean that is suffering’ (Gobbo 2013). The Archbishop of Agrigento also gave the Pope a cross made of wood from boats of migrants ‘who had attempted without success the voyage of hope from Africa’ (Conferenza Episcopale Siciliana 2013). The gift served as a portable token of the identification between the death of Jesus Christ as sacrifice and that of present-day migrants. And it shifted the liturgical idiom from the transitive and mobilizing working of salvation to that of sacrifice and suffering.

The Pope’s visit to Lampedusa in July 2013 continued this shift in liturgical imagery. The Pope boarded an Italian coastguard vessel, released a wreath of flowers onto the waters, and then performed holy mass on land. During the homily, the Pope decried ‘the globalization of indifference,’ citing the story of Cain and Abel:

‘Where is your brother? His blood cries out to me,’ says the Lord. This is not a question directed to others; it is a question directed to me, to you, to each of us. These brothers and sisters of ours were trying to escape difficult situations to find some serenity and peace... but instead they found death. How often do such people fail to find understanding, fail to find welcome... solidarity. And their cry rises up to God!

The Pope’s homily reframed the original evangelical scope of the 2009 ceremony to a pan-biblical level in scripture and a panhuman reach in interpretation. The verbal iconography at its core projected brotherhood and the obligation it implies both universally and individually.

At the same time, the sacramental implements in the ceremony continued the evangelical framing of migrant’s fates at sea. The chalice holder, the altar, and the podium were made of wood-
planks of shipwrecked boats. The altar was designed in the shape of a boat, and the podium was made of three rudders of boats’ remains. In this spirit, the Archbishop of Agrigento declared during the visit: ‘It is Jesus who boards the boat’ (Pontificium Consilium pro Familia 2013). Echoing the frequent phrase: ‘It’s Jesus on the Cross.’

This pronouncement – perhaps the most condensed catholic articulation of migrants’ death at sea – identified neither the church with Jesus, nor seaborne saviors with the Apostles. It rather connected the image of Jesus to the migrants themselves: Jesus is the cosmic sacrifice at the center of the New Testament; Jesus preached from a boat at the beginning of his voyage, which ended with his crucifixion; and migrants also board boats and then perish. This new formulation drew a more direct – and perhaps more familiar (Robbins 2013) – connection between victimhood and sacrifice, capsizing and crucifixion. The cartoonist of the Italian communist newspaper Il Manifesto did not miss the opportunity to mock the liturgical identification of migrants’ deaths as the Eucharistic wine (Biani 2013).

The Pope’s moralizing denouncement of ‘the globalization of indifference’ resounded three months later, in October 2013, after a boat carrying 518 migrants capsized less than a mile off the coast of Lampedusa in early October 2013, leaving 366 of them dead. The sequence of events during the disaster provided a macabre miniature of the dynamics of unauthorized migration, distress, and interdiction in previous years. When the radio communication did not work, the captain’s assistant set fire to a sheet of cloth on deck, in an attempt to attract passing ships. The torched cloth fell into a bucket of gasoline, and the ship went up in flames and started sinking (Viviano 2013). ‘Showing flames on the vessel (as from a burning tar barrel, oil barrel, etc.)’ is one of the thirteen distress signals that include the Morse code S.O.S., one of the first things that novice
Following the disaster, Italian and European officials came to Lampedusa. The Italian Prime Minister, who kneeled in front of several of the coffins, declared that Italy would hold state funerals for the victims. Yet it took another week for the government to organize the ceremony, and the hundreds of corpses were interred in various Sicilian cemeteries. The ceremony eventually took place not in Lampedusa but in Agrigento (on October 21), and included neither the victims’ bodies nor any of the 157 survivors, who remained in detention in Lampedusa. The mayor of Agrigento concluded the event as ‘a State farce’ (Viviano and Ziniti 2013). It was only appropriate that the ceremony to commemorate the deaths at sea, ritually staged the same dynamics of failed hospitality that had provided the cause of commemoration.

The proximity between the pope’s visit and the disaster consolidated the centrality of death and rescue as the new frame for addressing migration policies in the Mediterranean. Various actors, including the mayor of Lampedusa Giusi Nicolini – an outspoken critic of European migration policies – connected the Pope’s visit and the disaster (Ziniti 2013). This new framing shaped the struggle between Italian and the European institutions over collective moral worth and responsibility – only now of collectives rather than individual fishers. That day, the Pope called the ‘umpteenth tragic shipwreck… a disgrace’ (Vatican 2013a). The Italian President called the event ‘a European tragedy,’ and the President of the European Commission partially accepted the scale of obligation, if only partially: ‘The EU cannot look the other way; we must do more with the Member States’ (Ziniti 2013). This struggle still shapes which naval vessels patrol the sea, whom they intercept, and where they take those allegedly rescued.
Conclusion

The challenge that the dynamics of maritime migration and interception pose to anthropology is to examine the relationship between the moral and the political not by fixing either of them at the global scale, but through the contested scaling up and down of both, in relation to each other.

Scholars like Didier Fassin argue that in our current age the political has merged with the moral and is shaped by the latter's tensions and contradictions (2012). Others, like Miriam Ticktin, analyze the antipolitical potential of moral claims (Ticktin 2011; Feldman 2013; Muehlebach 2013). These two arguments mirror each other's view of ‘shared humanity’ as the paramount scale of reference: politically, it becomes the ultimate inclusive scope of the ‘parity of participation’ (Fraser 2010); morally – it becomes the global reach of ‘humanitarian reason’ (Fassin 2012).

In setting their analytical bar at the global scale, these anthropologists actually align with the universalizing thrust of both Human Rights advocacy and the expansion of the EU’s *de facto* sovereignty into the sea. Advocates, officials, and anthropologists all point to that future global reach of pan-human fraternal parity. Yet in the transnational hospitality arena, which some of them manage and all of them address, this ultimate scale is only one element. In the debate over migration policies through universal hospitality, no one claims that Europeans receive unauthorized migrants – say, from West Africa – because Europeans expect the same welcome in case one day they will seek asylum in those migrants’ countries. For all the talk of universal hospitality, actual reciprocity doesn't even cross people’s minds.

As long as we limit our view of proper political relations to fraternal parity, sameness, and reciprocity, we are bound to reduce the political dimension of action to a local-global continuum of horizontal inclusive scales. This political cosmology calls people to guide their actions towards that dimension of their lives which they share – ultimately, their humanity – and treat with (political)
suspicion every other dimension. As a result, certain ways of addressing the dilemmas of migration – like 2009 seaborne mass – do not count as political, even though they prescribe more demanding forms of action.

We might wonder whether the Sicilian bishops promote their own kind of armless humanitarianism, a stance which they will never be required (or allowed) to back up. Yet even if this were the case, their interventions still counter the Sicily-Italy-Europe-Globe set of nested horizontal scales by charting relations from the threshold. Like in Andalusian begging customs and Cretan coffeehouses, so in the current Mediterranean, the dynamics of hospitality reside not in the paramount, global scale of inclusion and equality. They rather reside in the tensions between the different scales of inclusion and exclusion, of equality and inequality – some of them concrete, others postulated – which hosts and guests negotiate with each other across the threshold of welcome or trespass.

In the Central Mediterranean, as Europe’s threshold moved at sea, so did the scales of responsibility, jurisdiction, and sovereignty. Recently, this scaling up shaped the European Union’s plans for military attacks on boats used by migrant smugglers in Libya (Frenzen 2015). Rather than judging such projects according to a prefixed pan-human moral or political bar, we should pay attention to the ways in which people scale the political below the moral (like the EU discourse and the Pope), above it (like EU policies), or across it (like the Mazara Bishop). In order ‘to take seriously the achieved spaces of the non-political in which the people we work with have invested themselves’ (Candea 2011, 321), we should examine the scope and shape of these spaces in relation to their political counterparts. To do so, we must unmoor our analyses from ‘the language of common humanity’ and ‘the assumption of generalized equality’ (Dresch 2012, 163). Venerable ideals they are. Yet they fall short of illuminating the projects of those who proclaim them, let alone the processes
that their actions trigger. This is where a historical anthropology of region formation can help us animate the grade of scales between the global and the local. Not because regions like the Mediterranean have always been there, but because the dynamics that they stage force us to expand our conceptual framework to include the myriad forms of sociality that transcend the parity-based view of political relations.

The story of migration and interception in the Mediterranean is still unfolding. As we follow it, we should expect that the dilemmas of welcome and trespass will continue to haunt Europeans’ political imaginary, with its duo of citizenship and humanity. Yet while the dilemmas of universal hospitality are staged from the Mediterranean, the issues that they conjure up overflow the sea. For migrants to make it beyond the diwan-like space that the Mediterranean has become, other forms of sociality, other political relations, will have to replace hospitality. These forms are more complex than what citizenship and human rights can allow or describe. Short of a global political realm, these political relations will necessarily still involve some combination or another of inclusion and exclusion. If that is so, the moral politics of the diwan may contain priceless clues for the hard work that lies ahead.
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Other political cosmologies cast those who arrive from the sea, like ‘stranger kings’ in general, in a more complementary, albeit usurping role; under the principle that alterity and externality are conditions of reproduction (Sahlins 1981; Candea and Da Col 2012).

The information comes from Gabriele Del Grande’s website, which since 2006 has served as a unique ‘observatory on the frontier’s victims’ (Del Grande 2006).

Schengen territory is the area comprising the 26 European countries that have unified their visa policies and eliminated passport control for their citizens travelling across the area’s ‘internal’ borders.

The entire Mass can be viewed in four parts on YouTube (SergioOlivaMarsala 2009).

Interview, 8 May 2013.


Mainly those concerning the Safety of Life at Sea, SOLAS; and the Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, COLREG (International Maritime Organization 1989; 2002).

For example, both in 2007 and 2008, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees awarded fishers from Mazara the Per Mare award ‘for those who save human lives’ (UNHCR 2007; 2008).
For the territorial division of dioceses in Sicily, see: